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EDITORIAL
DPSG International is a school that not only aims at scholastic excellence
but co-scholastic brilliance as well. The school gives the students numerous
opportunities and platforms to showcase their talents and aptitudes. The
school hosted Spontania-2021, an Inter School Performing Arts Event
where students from 45 schools got the opportunity to portray their
rhythmic and theatrical skills. The school also bid goodbye to its beloved
students of the 2020-21 batch in a heart touching farewell where all the
students came together for one last time to celebrate their graduation.
Life isn’t about finding yourself but it’s about creating yourself, DPSG International being an
institution that provides students with all necessary requirements to turn their dreams into reality,
where students can live their dreams and achieve their aspirations. The school organizes extensive
career counselling which enables students to acquire all the knowledge needed to make the best out
of life for themselves. The school believes in creating multiple platforms for the students to empower
their self-discovery and self-realization.
SPONTANIA 2021-22
DPSG International hosted its annual creative, visual and performing arts Inter-School Event Spontania 2021, in the online mode on 27 August 2021. Over 1677 students from 45 schools
participated in various offline and online events. The event provided participants an opportunity to
showcase their talent and skills in a plethora of events like dance, music, art, theatre, languages,
science, culinary skills & math.
The occasion was graced by special guest Ms. Sarita Chauhan, a Business Coach, Author and Mentor,
the founder of Evoke Inspiring Lives an initiative to promote aspiring women entrepreneurs. The
event began with the welcome song followed by the welcome address by the Principal Ms. Meera
Mathur. Ms. Mathur welcomed and encouraged the participants to learn from each other and stressed
on the need to cultivate aesthetic sensibilities.
Bambi’s World, Fancy Dress Competition, Dramatis Personae, Solo Urban Dance performances based
on theme- Indian & International Festivals were some of the events where the participants
showcased their creative talents to the fullest. The participants also presented innovative Math Rap
based on Math Concepts. In Talking Titans the participants exhibited their public speaking skills and
our little chefs prepared and displayed healthy delicacies of flameless dishes in Tasty Treat. The
students also presented an energetic and graceful dance performance followed by the
announcements of results and glimpses of online and offline events
The Principal, Ms. Meera Mathur, congratulated and blessed all the students in her motivating
address. HM Junior Wing, Ms. Malavika Yadav proposed the formal vote of thanks.
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HAWAN & FAREWELL FOR CLASS XII
The school organized a Hawan Ceremony on Saturday, 7 August 2021, to bid adieu to the class XII
batch of 2020-21. The auspicious ceremony was attended by a large number enthusiastic students
who felt extremely joyful and rejuvenated to have come back to the school premises after a very long
time. Earnest prayers were offered to seek the blessings of the almighty and offer gratitude for all the
protection and benevolence showered by the almighty. The holy chants charged the environment
with lot of positive energy and reinstated the hope that all is well.
Head Boy of the school Shreyash Dube addressed the gathering with a moving and enthusiastic
speech wherein he recounted memorable moments spent in the school. On behalf of the entire batch,
he expressed heartfelt gratitude to Principal, Ms. Meera Mathur and the teachers and emphasized
how the school has guided them continuously, shaped each one of them beautifully and inculcated
priceless values in them. Head Girl of the school Mrinal Tiwary also stated how school has always
been about learning and fun. She shared nostalgic memories of precious bonds forged over years.
Other students of class XII also shared some memorable experiences in school and stressed on the fact
how they missed coming to school in the last year of their school life. Headmistress Soma Singh, Senior
Co-Ordinator Ms. Nidhi Narayan and Class Teachers also shared their thoughts and gave their
blessings to the students. Sarthak Tandon, an alumnus of the school of 2014-15 batch also attended
the function and shared how he was indebted to the school for the way he has been nurtured by the
school.
Ms. Mathur congratulated the students on their brilliant achievement in the Board exams and shared
how the school felt very proud for the way they have kept the flag of the school flying high. She
reiterated it was indeed heartwarming to see how each batch was setting a new benchmark for their
juniors.
The joyous occasion ended with the students leaving the school with a promise to do well in life, carry
forward the legacy of the school and stay connected to the school.

CAREER COUNSELLING SESSION
DPSG International has been conducting very enriching, informative and interactive career
counselling sessions throughout the year in a constant endeavour to guide and support children in
making the right career choices, particularly in today’s time when career options are burgeoning.
The school conducted a very interactive and empowering Career Counselling Session on Thursday 5
August,2021 in collaboration with Mindler for the students of classes XI and XII. A warm welcome
was extended to the resource person Mr. Prikshit Dhanda, an alumnus of Harvard University and a
motivational speaker and life coach. Mr. Dhanda had a very vibrant interaction with the students
wherein he emphasised on the importance of having clarity on Plan A and Plan B as far as career
choices are concerned. He also listed the other parameters which students need to focus on e.g.,
Undergraduate Courses available, eligibility and selection process, preparation, resources and
preparation material available, curriculum, schedule and time management along with preparation
for Board Exams and Entrance exams.
In course of the session, he asked many questions and the students were very prompt in answering
them. Next, he gave a comprehensive presentation of the Mindler platform and highlighted some of
the features e.g., Planning Tools, Automated Career Road Map Tool, Real Time Update on Exams and
Scholarships. He urged the students to take the Mindler Assessment so that students could be
counselled on the desired career path.
Ms. Nidhi Narayan, Senior Co-Ordinator thanked Mr. Dhanda for the informative session.

75TH INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS
DPSG International reverberated with patriotic fervour and love for the nation as the school
celebrated the 75th Independence Day. On this joyous occasion the school premises had been
decorated beautifully with the Tricolour and the gathering of students, parents, teachers and the
admin staff added to the festive mood. The flag was unfurled by the school Principal Ms. Meera
Mathur followed by the melodious singing of the national anthem. A beautiful cultural programme
was presented by the students of the school wherein a patriotic dance was presented by Bhumi and
Niyati of class VI. A vivacious enactment on the sacrifices made by our freedom fighters, by
Agnimitra and Shobhan of Class X reflected the deep pride that our children take in the glorious
history of our struggle for Independence. A patriotic dance presented by Sarthak of class V and a
mellifluous song presented by Aashi Roy of class II stole all hearts.
Ms. Meera Mathur addressed the gathering on this jubilant occasion and stated how it was important
to understand and revere freedom in all its perspectives. She reiterated how we need to honour our
freedom fighters for their unparalleled sacrifices and also honour each and every Indian who has
contributed to making the nation proud and has etched our brilliant contribution in the international
arena. She thanked the parents for their presence and rock-solid support to the school which helped
the school scale greater heights. A friendly cricket match between the staff and the parents and Kite
Flying added colour and joy to the festive occasion.
DPSGI has been paying homage to the country through several events and competitions. The Primary
Wing of the school celebrated the Social Science Week in which children enthusiastically
participated in Role Play on National Leaders, Tricolour Sandwich Making, Act it Out, Flavours of
India, Monuments of India to name a few, in a bid to celebrate the cultural diversity and richness of
India.
An Inter School Competition Freedofest was organized by the school on 13 August, 2021 in which
schools from all over India participated online in a number of innovative and creative events like
Patriotic Solo Dance, Tricolour Face Painting, Digital Poster Making, Video Making and Tricolour
Salad Dressing.
The magnificent 75th Independence Day celebrations culminated with the vibrant and joyful
assembly wherein all the members of the school solemnly pledged to serve the country to the best of
their abilities and contribute selflessly to making our nation a great one.

EDUCATION INNOVATION SUMMIT UTTAR PRADESH
Our Head Mistress Ms. Soma Singh participated in the prestigious Education Innovation Summit and
shared ways how Microsoft can be used as a tool to bring about innovation in the teaching learning
process.

NTSE CLASSES ORIENTATION PROGRAMME
DPSG International organized an Orientation Programme on NTSE classes on 20 August,2021 Friday,
for students of class X. The enriching session was conducted by school Principal Ms. Meera Mathur
wherein she welcomed the parents and students and emphasized how scientific temperament is a way
of life at DPSGI. The school has excellent Science Faculty, a culture of research and innovation and
valuable partnerships with prestigious national organizations. Students of the school have brought
laurels to the school by performing brilliantly in several National and International competitions and
events.
In a very comprehensive presentation Ms. Mathur gave an overview of NTSE which included the
exam structure, exam process, pattern of the exam which comprises Stage 1 and Stage 2, exam
curriculum, marking scheme, eligibility criteria and the scholarships available. She reiterated how
qualifying this prestigious exam is a matter of great honour and pride. She shared her conviction on
how she believes 50% of the applicants can clear the first stage and at least 10 students can clear the
final round as well.
Ms. Soma Singh, Headmistress outlined the proposal of the classes due to commence from 23
August,2021. Five classes of 40 mins duration are to be held per week along with a monthly
assessment every Second Saturday. Students were guided to make best use of this opportunity with a
commitment to bring honours to the school.

INTER SCHOOL COMPETITIONS
DPSG International congratulates Sanchi Chaudhary of Class III Daisy on securing third position in
Inter School Patriotic Poem Recitation Competition organized by DPSG Faridabad. She narrated a
patriotic poem with great zeal and enthusiasm and evoked the spirit of patriotism among the listeners.
Class XI student Snigdha Verma and Pratham Dahiya of Class XII kept the school banner flying high
at the Commerce Conclave by securing the 1st Position in Ad with a Twist and Make your Mark
events.

FREEDOFEST 2021-22
A fortnight long online Inter School Competition with a host of exciting and fun-filled activities was
organized by DPSG International to celebrate the spirit of freedom.
More than 20 schools participated in the various activities full of patriotic fervour--Tri colour Face
Painting, Salad Dressing, Digital Poster Making, Video Making and Solo Dance Competitions which
were a celebration of our diverse culture as well as our identity as proud and progressive Indians.

SOCIAL SCIENCE WEEK
At DPSG International we believe learning is easy when students enjoy the learning process. The
school celebrated the Social Science Week in the virtual mode for STARZ and Classes I - V. A
myriad of activities and competition were organized for the students. The young learners of Starz were
introduced to the National Flag and were told about the significance of each colour. They also
received information about national symbols and the role of national leaders. Students of Class I
enjoyed preparing tricolor sandwiches, highlighting the significance of each colour in Indian Flag.
They also participated in an Intra Class Competition ‘Act It Out’ where they displayed their leaning
of the role of national leaders in the struggle for independence.
The students watched videos on the Seven Wonders of the World and participated in the quiz on the
same. They also enhanced their knowledge of the names of different states of India along with the
capital cities. The Show & Tell Competition on Communication and Transport also witnessed the
wholehearted participation of students.
To encourage discussion, reflection, and inquiry regarding different cultures, ethnicities, languages,
and religions the students of Class III participated in News presentation and PPT presentation on
national symbols of different countries and ‘Flavours of India’ Competition.

Learners of Class IV had a wonderful time interacting and discussing historical monuments of India
stating pointers to conserve the national heritage. The students enjoyed locating monuments and
states through an online puzzle on the map of India. The Extempore` competition was the most
exciting part of the week as they shared their knowledge catering to physical features of India.
Class V learners actively participated in a Declamation, the Presentation of a Travelogue and an
Intra Class Competition ‘Incredible India’ where they shared their research work on handicrafts and
clothing of different states. This competition provided them with an opportunity to enhance their
critical thinking and communication skills. The Week concluded with special assembly on
Independence Day in which all the activities of Social Science week were showcased by selected
students. Their efforts were appreciated by our Principal Ms. Meera Mathur.
SOCIAL SCIENCE WEEK COMPETITION RESULTS
CLASS COMPETITION

FIRST POSITION/
HOUSE

STARZ Dress and Tell
National Leaders
PREP
Dress and Tell
National Leaders
I
Role Play- Famous
Personalities of
India
II
Show And Tell
Communication &
Transport

Paavni Kansal

SECOND
POSITION /
HOUSE
Swarna Sharma

THIRD POSITION
/HOUSE

Amyra Sindhu

Avisha Garg

Khushi & Akshita
Chaudhary
Sanidhya Gupta

Tanmay Kansal /
Yamuna

Aanjaney Gupta /
Cauvery

Aavya Singh
/Yamuna

Aayushman
Chaudhary /
Cauvery House

Dishita Garg
/Yamuna
Rudraksh Narwal/
Yamuna

III

Let’s Celebrate’
‘Flavours of India’

IV

Extempore

Imroz Chaudhary /
Cauvery
Agrim Singh
Chauhan/ Yamuna

Manik Nischal / Satlej
Naisha Kansal /Satlej
Alisha Lijo / Cauvery

V

Incredible India!
Presentation On
Handicrafts &
Clothing

Aishika Pathak/
Cauvery
Atharva Goel/ Satlej
Ranveer Bhanot
/Ganga
Veer Pathak/ Ganga
Akaiyshaa Chaurasia
/ Yamuna
Harnoor Singh/
Yamuna
Vanshika Garg/
Cauvery

Adhyan Arya /
Ganga
Aaimah Athar
/Ganga
Salim Husain/
Yamuna
Raagavi Chauhan/
Cauvery

Anikait Kapoor/
Ganga
Ashish Tiwari/
Cauvery
Veer Pratap Singh/
Ganga

Avik Bansal/ Ganga
Manan Srivastava/
Ganga

Ayaan Srivastava/
Ganga

UOI LEARNING ENGAGEMENT

‘Children have fun squashing and squeezing clay.’
Clay craft is a fun and interesting way to encourage a student’s imagination and creativity. It helps
creative problem-solving. The students of Class IV had a wonderful learning experience preparing
artefacts with clay. This outstanding sensory activity enhanced dexterity, gross and fine motor skills
and helped to boost the self-confidence of the students. It promoted problem solving skills as they
experimented with the building techniques and adapted to changes along the way. They pounded,
squeezed, rolled and blended the clay to make some unique and amazing creations of ancient
civilizations like seals, inscriptions, utensils, toys, manuscripts etc. and displayed them with pride.

ROLE PLAY ON HELPERS
The students of Class I participated enthusiastically in a learning engagement on Helpers. They
presented Role Plays on different Community Helpers by dressing up, using props and defining the
role and importance of the helpers. This activity enhanced their understanding of dignity of labour.

NOUN NUMBERS CONCEPT
The students of Class I were playfully engaged to understand the concept of Noun- Numbers. The
focus was on energizing the students with music to help them connect their learning with real life. The
students were asked to collect any three objects in any quantity from their surrounding before the
music stops and share them one by one. While sharing the object, they identified it as singular or
plural noun and how to change singular to plural or vice versa. In this learning engagement, children
were given chance of self- assessment and peer assessment.

ASSEMBLY
At DPSG International, assembly is an excellent way for the students to learn more about their
culture and develop their values. It also provides an exciting avenue for them to grow and develop
into a valuable member of society and the community.

APPRECIATION DAY
DPSG International proudly hosted the Appreciation Assembly on Thursday,19 August, 2021in the
online mode to felicitate the toppers of classes X and XII CBSE Board Examination- 2021
The jubilant occasion commenced with a warm welcome address extended by the school Principal Ms.
Meera Mathur wherein she welcomed Mr. Anshul Pathak, Vice-Chairman and Treasurer DPSG
Society and Chairman DPSGI. A warm welcome was also extended to the Chief Guest Ms. Ritu Suhas,
ADM Ghaziabad administration, the alumni, proud parents, teachers and the students of classes VIXII.
In her address, Ms. Meera Mathur reiterated the importance of appreciating and honouring
excellence as it paves the way for abundance. She shared how each and every stakeholder in the
school was immensely proud of the achievers who not only carried ahead the legacy of the school but
also set new bench marks for the future batches. She honoured the teachers for their care and
commitment and also for making the online engagement a rich one.
Mr. Ayush Singh an alumnus of the year 2016-17 and a final year M.Sc. student at The National
Institute of Science Education and Research, Bhubaneshwar, in his brilliant and insightful address
shared glimpses of his invaluable journey in school and his passion for research. His profound
understanding and perspective left the audience spell bound. Alumnus Ms. Suhani Singh of 2019-20
batch, an ace sports person and talented dancer congratulated the achievers and emphasized upon
the importance of being persistent and focused.
This was followed by the Felicitation Ceremony wherein the Principal felicitated the toppers of
classes X and XII with trophies.
The grand finale of the event was the Panel Discussion moderated by Ms. Mathur during which the
toppers gave priceless guidelines to the juniors, on ways to achieve success. A vibrant question
answer session ensued with juniors asking a plethora of questions to which the panel had insightful
answers to give.
In his address, Mr. Anshul Pathak, congratulated the Principal, students, parents and teachers and
underlined the importance of being relevant in whatever each individual does, beyond being
successful in material terms. The Chief Guest, also congratulated the performers and appreciated
them for winning over the tough times during the pandemic through dedication and resilience.
The fulfilling and festive event ended with the Vote of Thanks delivered by Ms. Soma Singh, the
Headmistress.

SHRAVAN SHIVRATRI
An informative and interactive Assembly was conducted by the students of Class XIS to
commemorate the country’s 75th Independence Day.
The assembly commenced with an inspiring quote on patriotism followed by morning prayer. School
News congratulating the IIT-JEE achievers and the school’s initiative in community outreach was
shared with the students.
This was followed by thought of the day, vocabulary word, and a speech on the significance of
Independence Day. A poem was also recited by Om Pathak.
The videos and creatives of our tiny-tots celebrating Jashn-e-Azadi was showcased followed by
wonderful dance performance by the students of Class XI.
The Principal Ms. Meera Mathur spoke about the importance of independence and its relation to the
lives of children.
The assembly culminated with the formal Vote of Thanks proposed by the Head Mistress Ms. Soma
Singh and the slogan of JAI HIND.

RAKSHA BANDHAN & MOHARRAM
The students of class XI C/H conducted an assembly to celebrate ‘Raksha Bandhan and Moharram’.
The assembly commenced with the morning prayer, to provide peace and serenity to our minds and
souls, led by the Principal, Ms. Meera Mathur.
The assembly was conducted by Snigdha Verma and Parmeet Kaur. Mukund Gambhir inspired the
assembly with the thought for the day and to hone the language skills Anushka Varshney added a
new word to the vocabulary. The assembly was updated with the happenings around the world by
Tanmay Parashar, Anvi Aggarwal, Ariba Hussian who presented the News Headlines. Then finally, to
set the tone for the day, Soumika Agarwal recited a beautiful poem on Raksha Bandhan along with

Aditri Narula who shared information on Muharram. A quiz to make the assembly more interactive
and amazing was conducted by Anwesha Jain and Pari Sabiki.
The assembly concluded with the address of the Principal, Ms. Meera Mathur in which she
appreciated XI C/H for their wonderful assembly shared the importance of festivals in our lives and
how to enjoy them to the fullest.

KRISHNA JANMASHTAMI
DPSG International celebrated Krishna Janmashtami with a beautiful assembly conducted by the
students of Class X A. Krishna Janmashtami marks the birth of Lord Krishna, one of the most popular
deities worshipped by Hindus. The Assembly commenced with a soulful prayer led by the Principal
Ms. Meera Mathur and then was carried forward by the anchors Vidita Kalra and Niyati Mittal. A
beautiful thought by Shiva Garg, a new vocabulary word by Anoushka Upperwal, the news
headlines by Panav Gupta and Tejas Bansal were the other elements of the assembly. The attributes
of Lord Krishna by Haritesh Gautam, significance of Janmashtami by Manvi Chauhan, a poem in
English by Vishakha Yadav, an poem in Hindi by Vatsal Kansal made the assembly enriching. A
mesmerizing music performance by Dhruv Garg and an enthralling dance performance by Vishakha
Yadav, Haritesh Gautam, Varnika Mittal and Anoushka Upperwal stole all hearts and set the festive
mood. Varnika Mittal presented a story on the virtue of patience. The results for Social Science Week
were also announced very by Ms. Deepti Sinha. Head Mistress Ms. Soma Singh addressed the
gathering and congratulated all the participants and the winners. She appreciated the wonderful
assembly and wished all present a very happy Krishna Janmashtami.

COMMITMENT, RAKSHABANDHAN AND UNIT-1 PRESENTATION
Class III conducted an online assembly on the theme Commitment which began with English prayer
led by HM Ms. Malavika Yadav. The meaning of Commitment was shared with the students with a
sentence in English and in Hindi. This was followed by thought and News Update. The significance of
Raksha Bandan was shared along with a beautiful poem. Yoga asnas were demonstrated and their
benefits were explained too. Parent Guest speaker Ms. Anjali Sharma shared inspiring examples from
her real life on commitment. The students confidently shared their reflection on Unit-1 “Where We
are in Place and Time”. The assembly concluded with the announcement of result of Social Science
Week Competitions and HM ma’am congratulating the students for their achievement and
explaining more on the theme commitment.

HIROSHIMA DAY & QUIT INDIA DAY
The students of Class IV organised an insightful assembly on theme ‘Hiroshima Day, Quit India
Movement and Unit 1- Who We Are’ on the virtual platform.
The assembly commenced with the morning prayer to provide peace and serenity to our minds and
souls. It was followed by News headlines by Anya Aggarwal, Thought of the Day by Arsh Saifi and
Kanav Pandey, Vocabulary word in English and Hindi by Manik Nischal and Dev Chaudhary.
Enlightening information on Hiroshima Day and Quit India Movement was shared by Agrim Singh
Chauhan and Pavitr Garg followed by a Hindi poem by Taru Bhardwaj and essential pointers to be
‘True Patriots’ by other students. The Unit 1 enquiry presentation on ‘Who We Are’ was wonderfully
executed by Akaiyshaa Chaurasia and Ranveer Bhanot. It was based on the effective interaction
between human body systems contributing to health and survival.
Mr. Manjul Pandey, an Electronics & Communication Engineer, conducted an interactive session
with the students wherein he shared interesting facts on ‘Quit India Movement Day’ in the form of
an informational video. The importance of Artificial Intelligence stating various examples was also
taken by him.
The Principal Ms. Meera Mathur enriched and motivated everyone with her words of wisdom. HM
Primary Wing, Ms. Malavika Yadav also appreciated the efforts of the students and spoke about
doing our bit to make our country proud.

UI REFLECTIONS
The school is now moving full steam ahead in implementing CD 2020. With the implementation
being done in the true letter and spirit, the teachers have now had an opportunity to reflect upon pros
and cons of the UIs.
The teachers felt that due to the well-planned UI the transactions is fruitful and effective. The ‘Testing
Pre-Knowledge Activity’ helped to identify gaps in understanding and served as a tool for
recapitulation and revisiting concepts. The Bridge sessions are also very effective in connecting and
aligning students to Learning Outcomes and identifying milestones in term of assignments and
assessments.
The Mid UI & End – UI Assessments and reflections helped in understanding the progression of
students along with identifying teaching learning gaps.
Although getting documented reflections from students is a challenge and requires hand holding to
be accepted among the student community, it assists a teacher in identifying and solving the
problems of the students based on Mid UI and End UI assessment.

